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FLEET ADMIRAL | STEVE PARMLEY

cs@sfi.org bementfire@gmail.com

Thursdays are the new day for STARFLEET After Dark, 10pm CST!

MEMBERSHIP PROCESSING

4 open tickets and 58 closed tickets.

221 submissions 
159 Renewal memberships 
62 New memberships 
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DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CS

This month we are moving forward with adding a Regional Contact into all Orientation emails. I 
am working with Alan to make this happen. I will be reaching out to all the Regional Coordinators 
in order to get who that contact for their Region should be. We may also start letting them, the 
Regional Coordinators, know when new members are assigned to their Regions directly as well.

2021 will bring several projects within Member Services. Humanoid Resources is going to put 
together a spreadsheet of all the posts, active, within STARFLEET. This will help with not only 
filling those positions but perhaps identifying issues as well.  

I am working on the Member Services Manual, which will outline what the positions within the 
department are, but also the basic steps to do those positions.  

STARFLEET MEMBER SERVICES
ADM BRAN STIMPSON

SFI MEMBER HELP DESK
FCPT FRANkLiN gONzALEz

mailto:cs%40sfi.org?subject=
mailto:bementfire@gmail.com


COMMENTS
I have closed out the 2020 files and I have them ready to send to the Archives.    
I carried over P-20-51 and P-20-52, from the 2020 Tally Sheet since they were still in the process 
of being voted on.  I left a blank line between these two nominations and the 2021 nominations, 
on the 2021 Tally Sheet. 

The nominations for 2021 will be designated as P-21-number. 
The denominations for 2021 will be designated as D-21-number. 

I have submitted a Help Desk Ticket, #HXY-QU6-3Z9T.  I have requested that the Flag 
Promotion Criteria document be removed because it is outdated.  I have also requested that the 
online nomination form be toggled off until it can be updated to match the nomination form in the 
Promotion Guidelines Packet.  The Help Desk forwarded my ticket to CompOps on 11/20.  I have 
not yet received a reply from CompOps.  I have replied to Frank Gonzalez, on this ticket, letting 
him know the status.  I have also attached a copy of the correspondence on the ticket.  
 
I realize that CompOps has been incredibly busy with the move to the Server, so I have refrained 
from blowing up their inbox. 

William Knopes to RADM
Viola Curtis (Brevet) to FCAPT
Franklin Newman, III to RADM

Brian Pickett to COMM
Kevin Plummer to FCAPT

Joseph Perry to VADM
Jay Gallops to COMM

Richard Trulson to ADM
Patrick Devine to BDR (Marine)

Kevin McNeillie to FCAPT
Dean Rogers to COMM

Robert Page to BDR (Marine)
Aaron Arden to BDR (Marine)

Jim Simonson to FCAPT
Jason Davis to COMM

Bruce O’Brien to LGEN (Marine)
Samuel Osborne to RADM
Kimberly Donohoe to ADM

Robert Smith to FCAPT
Eric Riddle to FCAPT

Boyd Harmon to RADM
Jane Fisher to FCAPT

Lauren White to FCAPT
Robert Towne to COMM

Brian Allen to BGN (Marine)
Eric Johannson to RADM
John Rogers to FCAPT

Ralph Brigham to FCAPT
Robin Fleming (Posthumous) to FCAPT

Bryan Teske to FCAPT
Richard Childers to COMM
George Mustafa to COMM

Mark Anderson to GEN (Marine)
Mauro Martins (Brevet) to FCAPT

Deborah Malotte to BGEN (Marine)
Judy Wilson to FCAPT

Frances Brock to RADM
Josephine Fisher to RADM
Lowell Whitaker to RADM
Barbara Lariscy to VADM

Brian Crist to FCAPT
David Pitts to VADM

Karen Carothers to ADM
Debra Kummer to FCAPT

Dennis Rayburn GEN (Marine)
Morgan Hahn to COMM

Paul McPherson to FCAPT
Jim Landelius to FCAPT
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PROMOTIONS
Promotions for 2020

PROMOTIONS
FCPT kELLi CAPLETTE



Anne Grace 
Grankite Order of Tactics 3rd class 

Award date 12/07/20 

Debi Knight 
Order of Samaritan 3rd class 

Award date 12/12/20 

Carol Crawford 
Robert Livingston 

Mark Curatolo 
Nat Saenz 

Jennifer Martin 
Jason Noggles 

Lisa Toll 
Brian Boyd 
Alvin Dozier 
Nancy Fields  

Brett Hughes 
Alex Solomos 

Michael Behrens 
Clay Bartunek 

Jean-Phillipe Lesueur 
Stephen Thomas 
Alliss Dawn Smith 

Shannon Braithwait 
Scott Cornatzer 

Alesha Stiles 
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AWARDED FOR DECEMBER

Total e-mails for December 2020: 238
We are looking for email contact information for the following members:

If these are members of your chapter or region and you have contact information for them, please 
email orientation@sfi.org with the correct email address as the ones in the database are NOT 
correct.  

Open Positions (as of 1/12): 42 
Ads Submitted (Dec): 4 
•  From 3 Departments: Educational Services, STARFLEET Marine Corps, Operations 
 
Applications Submitted (Dec): 13 
  

ORDERS OF MERiT
VADM PAM MiChAuD

HuMANOiD RESOuRCES
FCPT LAuREN WhiTE

ORIENTATION
COMM ALAN OShEA

Glenn Smith 
Order of Babel 3rd class 

Award date 12/27/20 

mailto:orientation@sfi.org
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ADMIRALTY BOARD RESOLUTIONS

AB 20-28: Vote on the Distinguished member award. Lifetime awards already covered in previous 
AB session (Tunis and Finderbaker).  CS nominates Stephen Stott. Stott had been voted on and 
approved by the EC.

R1  Phillip Cox    Aye
R2  Ryan Case    Aye
R3  Jeremy Carsten   Aye
R4  David Nottage    Aye
R5  Viola Curtis    Aye
R6  Leo Rogers    Absent
R7  Wayne Augustson   Aye
R8  Owen Swart    Absent
R9  Thomas Sigmenson   Absent
R10  Paul Reid    Aye
R11  Helen Stooke    Absent (VRC)
R12   Shannon Lindbloom   Aye
R13  Joost Ueffering   Aye
R15  Corey Grant    Aye
R17  Bran Stimpson   Aye
R18  Mauro Martinus   Absent
R20  Richard Sams    Aye

R3 Motions
R4 Seconds

AB 20-28 Motion passes.

AB 20-29: Any member who quits STARFLEET during an appropriately sanctioned 
investigation is automatically banned from the STARFLEET in perpetuity. Any subsequent 
application for membership from such banned members must be directed immediately to the 
Admiralty Board for consideration. The Vice-Commander, STARFLEET, as corporate secretary, 
will maintain the list of banned members. All investigations sanctioned by the Commander, 
STARFLEET must be reported to the Admiralty Board within 24 hours, detailing the parties 
involved and nature of the complaint. No other information that might prejudice board members 
on the subject should be delivered at that time - but it is the Board's opportunity to ensure all 
investigations have merit.

R1  Phillip Cox    Aye
R2  Ryan Case    Aye
R3  Jeremy Carsten   Aye
R4  David Nottage    Aye
R5  Viola Curtis    Aye
R6  Leo Rogers    Absent
R7  Wayne Augustson   Absent
R8  Owen Swart    Absent
R9  Thomas Sigmenson   Absent
R10  Paul Reid    Aye
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R11  Helen Stooke    Absent
R12   Shannon Lindbloom   Aye
R13  Joost Ueffering   Aye
R15  Corey Grant    Aye
R17  Bran Stimpson   Aye
R18  Mauro Martinus   Absent
R20  Richard Sams    Aye

R 3 Motions
R 2 Seconds

AB Motion 20-29 Passes

AB 20-30: December 2020 MHB Handbook to be approved.

R1  Phillip Cox    Aye
R2  Ryan Case    Aye
R3  Jeremy Carsten   Aye
R4  David Nottage    Aye
R5  Viola Curtis    Aye
R6  Leo Rogers    Absent
R7  Wayne Augustson   Absent
R8  Owen Swart    Absent
R9  Thomas Sigmenson   Absent
R10  Paul Reid    Aye
R11  Helen Stooke    Absent
R12   Shannon Lindbloom   Aye
R13  Joost Ueffering   Aye
R15  Corey Grant    Aye
R17  Bran Stimpson   Aye
R18  Mauro Martinus   Absent
R20  Richard Sams    Aye

R4 Motions: MHB as written and Section 10 as read by Richard Sams. 
R3 Seconds

AB Motion 20-30 passes
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AB 20-31: Motion that we reinstate the IG Investigation into former CS Robin Woodell-Vitasek 
and continue where we left off.

R1  Phillip Cox    Aye
R2  Ryan Case    Aye
R3  Jeremy Carsten   Aye
R4  David Nottage    Abstain
R5  Viola Curtis    Abstain
R6  Leo Rogers    Absent
R7  Wayne Augustson   Aye
R8  Owen Swart    Absent
R9  Thomas Sigmenson   Absent
R10  Paul Reid    Aye
R11  Helen Stooke    Absent
R12   Shannon Lindbloom   Aye
R13  Joost Ueffering   Aye
R15  Corey Grant    Aye
R17  Bran Stimpson   Aye
R18  Mauro Martinus   Absent
R20  Richard Sams    Aye

R13 Motions
R10 Seconds

AB 20-31 Motion Carries with 10 Ayes and 2 Abstains



ADMIRAL | jAMES hERRiNg
vcs@sfi.org ussmogo@gmail.com

VCS Personnel
Chief Wireless Operator: CMDR Gerhard Pretorius, SFDPP Certified

There will be three new departments coming online effective February 1, 2021: 

STARFLEET Intelligence will be headed up by LTC Russ Camp. 
Stellar Cartography will be headed up by COL Mike Calhoun.
STARFLEET Security will be headed up by ADM James Herring.

Also, effective February 1st, MACO will return to the name of STARFLEET Special Operations. 
But MACO will still exist as a department in SFSO. 

Hello!
The first column are numbers I took from the web site on January 1, 2020 when our 
administration took office. The second column are numbers from January 1, 2021. The last 
column is the differences. 

  1/1/2020	 	 	 1/1/2021	 	 	 Difference
R0  40 0   39 0   -1 0
R1  915 48   966 45   51 -3   
R2  468 24   551 23   83 -1
R3  455 20   444 18   -11 -2
R4  366 18   406 19   40 1
R5  228 12   246 11   18 -1
R6  158 9   138 8   -20 -1
R7  520 26   593 26   73 0
R8  27 2   41 3   14 1
R9  68 4   67 3   -1 -1
R10  82 3   98 3   16 0
R11  219 8   202 8   -17 0
R12  441 21   458 20   17 -1
R13  93 7   178 9   85 2
R14  0 0   0 0   0 0 
R15  327 12   289 14   -38 2
R16  1 0   0 0   0 0
R17  202 7   151 6   -51 -1
R18  37 2   27 2   -10 0
R19  19 1   7 1   -12 0
R20  600 12   628 13   28 1
R99  9 1   26 1   17 0 

  5235 237   5516 233   281 -4
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SFDPP CERTIFIED

mailto:vcs%40sfi.org?subject=
mailto:ussmogo%40gmail.com?subject=


December was an exciting month, as we had our first inter-organization event with KAG. The 
Food Drive War was a huge success, with the biggest winners being all the families we helped 
feed. While KAG did win the battle, don't lose heart for we will have a chance to even the score. 
The final results were, KAG 3169lbs and SFI 1531lbs. That's over two tons of food raised for 
needy families across the world!

These are the ships that stood against the Klingon aggression and their donations:

We plan on doing many more events with KAG. We are also still sending out requests for contact 
and diplomatic relations to several more organizations. We hope to establish more relations in the 
coming year, to have even more events we can take part in.

The Sistership Program has officially launched. We are looking for ships interested in joining; 
please email me at sfifleetambassador@gmail.com. We will be pairing ships from different 
cultures to help foster understanding and education throughout the Fleet. If you already have a 
sistership, you are still welcome to join us.
That is all for now, Have a great and safe New Year.

sfifleetambassador@gmail.com

STARFLEET DIPLOMATIC CORPS
CPT AARON hIMES
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FACEBOOK LINK
This has been a slow month for the program with the holidays and returning to work after a 
prolonged medical leave. The Director did attend a zoom meeting with the CS and VCS and will 
be implementing some of the ideas discussed there in the coming months.

DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE VCS

ALL ACCESS, STARFLEET
ADM jASON SChRECk

lb206@aol.com
SFDPP CERTIFIED

SFDPP CERTIFIED

USS Appomattox 171.5 lbs
USS Nomad 350.5 lbs
USS Tiburon 116 lbs

USS Stella Pirata 29 lbs
ISS Pegasus 15 lbs

USS Banneker 95 lbs
USS Sovereign 186 lbsw

USS Jurassic 58 lbs
USS Solstice 184 lbs

mailto:sfifleetambassador@gmail.com
mailto:sfifleetambassador%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/groups/173308277449152/
mailto:lb206%40aol.com?subject=
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With the pandemic the way it is, it has been discussed on how we could move forward. I have 
started to move out to the internet community to achieve the department aims in a new and safe 
way.

I hope to see some initial results for next month’s report.

frost.sfi@gmail.com

FAST RECRuITING ORIENTATION SHAKEDOWN TEAM
(F.R.O.S.T)

CPT jASON gARRETT

SFDPP CERTIFIED

mailto:frost.sfi%40gmail.com?subject=
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MACO
RADM DENISE RuSh

sfso@sfi.org

We currently have 46 SOU’s and 212 Operatives.

This is a decrease of 2 members from last month due to expired memberships. Our numbers still 
do not add up with the information in the DB because not everyone is officially registered with 
MACO. There is currently a total of 366 members affiliated with MACO in the DB, but 154 of those 
are not listed with any MACO SOU or as an IO. I wish there were a way to correct these numbers 
in the DB so that they would match. 

On Dec 11, 2020 I petitioned the CS and VCS to have our original name of STARFLEET Special 
Operations (SFSO) restored. I received confirmation on Dec 18, 2020 to – “Make it so!”. 

With that permission given we will be reinstating our name to SFSO on Jan 1, 2021. I want to 
clarify that only the name will revert to the original SFSO with MACO as a subgroup as it had 
been before the forced change in March 2018. All Training and Awards will remain the same, but 
the overall title will revert to SFSO.

I was asked to poll the current MACO Staff and the results of that poll are the following:

Yes - 9
Yes - 3 (with the caveat that MACO remain under SFSO and we can continue to operate as such)
No  - 2
86% of the Staff in favor of the reinstatement

The CS then polled the members on the MACO Facebook page the result of that poll is the 
following:

Yes - 41
No  - 19
Abs - 3
65% of the members polled in favor of the reinstatement.

With the CS, VCS, AB and membership approval we will be reinstating our name to SFSO on 
February 1, 2021. I do want to clarify that only the name will revert to the original SFSO with 
MACO as a subgroup as it had been requested and before the forced change in Mar 2018. All 
Training and Awards will all remain the same, but the overall title will revert to SFSO.

Because of our continuous growth I will be dividing the IO’s into their own grouping to ease the 
amount of reporting for the Group Commanders. We will have 3 Groups as of February 1, 2021. 

SFDPP CERTIFIED

mailto:sfso%40sfi.org?subject=
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DIRECTOR OF CYBER OPERATIONS REPORT
There have been some minor changes to the website over the past month. Mostly the documents 
for Training which are being adjusted as the Academy makes changes to the curriculum.

DIRECTOR TRAINING OPERATIONS REPORT
Joel “Rob” Ehl (JR) has stepped down as the Deputy Director Training Ops, MACO.  I have 
advertised this position with Humanoid Resources and on the Crossed Daggers Facebook Page.  
I haven’t received any applications.
Due to staffing issues, two colleges, in the Institute of Military Operations (IOMO) are going to be 
merged into other colleges in the IOMO.

The College of Special Operations Flight (CSOF) will be merged into the College of Special 
Operations Training (CSOT) on 12/31/20.

The College of Special Operations Resources (CSOR) will be merged into the College of Special 
Operations Defense (CSOD) on 12/31/20.  All Training applications will need to be updated with 
this new information.

Number of SpecOps Graduates for this Period:  21

I will review the MACO Certification Officers Report to determine if any Training Awards have 
been earned by Operatives.   This will catch any Operatives accomplishments that weren’t sent in 
via the Award Request Form.  I’ll send those certificates out monthly.

With the merger of the College of Special Operations Resources (CSOR) being merged into the 
College of Special Operations Defense (CSOD), an update to the Awards Manual is needed.  
Currently the Combined Forces Award is earned when completing the CSOU, CSOR and CSOS.  
Since the CSOR will no longer exist after 12/31/20, we need to edit this award’s criteria.  These 
changes won’t go into effect until January 1, 2021.

Number of Awards Earned for this Period:  3

TRAINING CERTIFICATION OFFICERS REPORT
The certification process has been streamlined considerably, with the implementation of the new 
requirements and the updated MACO Training Manual. The verification process is coming along, 
still most of the application being received are still incomplete and do not have all the 
documentation attached. The team leaders and unit commanders will need to ensure that the 
MACO Operations sheet information is up to date and that they are initialing the operatives 
training. 

Training Records and Certificates still are not being submitted with applications.

Number of Certifications Earned for this Period:  14
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EDITOR “SECURED FREQUENCIES”
I have received an offer of help for Newsletter Layout from Matthew Davies.
Three articles have been submitted for this current issue that is nearly complete.
Joshua Dadd, Thomas Bores & Robert Richards
Also still hoping as time goes on more members will submit article suggestions.
Have received 1 short story for next issue so far. Any and all contributions welcome.

DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING AND RETENTION REPORT
I've nothing to report for this month. It has been uneventful in terms of R&R.

MACO SERVICE AWARD OFFICERS REPORT
Service Awards Issued in September.

MACO	Service	Award
Pike Cross

Archer Distinguished Service
Admiral Forrest 1st
Admiral Forrest 2nd
Admiral Forrest 3rd
Admiral Forrest 4th
Admiral Forrest 5th

MACO Commendation
MACO Achievement Award

Meritorious Unit Award
MACO Annual Muster Award
MACO Honor Guard Award

Number	Issued
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number	Issued
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2

MACO	Service	Award
Guardian Award

UFOP Award
Patriot Award

Ambassador Sarek Award
Curzon Award

Recruiting Award
Master Recruiting Award
General Martok 1 Year
General Martok 3 Year
General Martok 5 Year
General Martok 7 Year
General Martok 10 Year
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:

Activated: 0
On Standby: 0
Deactivated: 0

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 22
Reported: 21
Excused: 0
Late: 1
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 0

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 17 Operatives:103
IOs: 5  Operatives: 8

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 111

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 3
Losses - 0
Leadership Changes: 1 
SOU 131 – Megan Schroeder is the new TL.

AWARDS ISSUED: 1
General Martok 1yr - April Victorine

AWARDS REQUESTED: 1
Pike Cross - RADM Lea Morgan

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
IO 119 - During this reporting period, the Miller 
family transferred off the USS Helen Pawlowski in 
Region 15 and to the USS Missouri in Region 12 -- 
marking our return to Region 12. The USS Missouri 
currently does not have a MACO unit and as we're 
still trying to sort things out on our new chapter and 
with our new CO, we will continue as the IO-119 for 
the meantime and continue to report on a monthly 
basis. As soon as our unit status is clarified, we will 
forward more information.

IO 555 - None that I can think of

SOU 004 - Would like more information on updates 
and current chain of command, also feedback, new 
to this position and information leads to knowledge 
and that to strength.

SOU 013 - Submitting early due to a family 
emergency and rushing out of town.

SOU 042 - Happy Holidays

GROUP 1 OPERATIONS

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS REPORT
Group 1:  95.4% reporting
Group 2:  72.2% reporting
FTR: 4
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 22
Reported: 17
Excused: 1
Late: 3
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 4 (IO 127, IO 181, IO 1119, SOU 
111)

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 20 Operatives: 97
IOs: 4  Operatives: 4

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 101

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 2
Losses - 1
Leadership Changes: 2

AWARDS ISSUED: 0

AWARDS REQUESTED: 1

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
SOU 020 - Due to the distances between crew and 

SOU members there are no forms of meeting and 
we have received no leadership from our chapter 
commanding officer. I understand given the 
distances involved and the COVID crisis that this 
should probably be expected. However, it is leaving 
me disheartened and somewhat disinterested in 
continuing to pursue my education with the 
Academy. We have yet to receive ranks or any 
other form of recognition from the USS Ares.

SOU 228 - We are all more than happy to slam the 
door on 2020 and tell it never to come back.

SOU 501 - I have removed Matt and Jess from the 
active roster until they decide what the status of 
their membership will be. Currently they are expired 
however talks are still being conducted between 
the chapter CO and themselves. For records sake, 
the Shuttlecraft Firehawk (which housed many of 
the SOU's members) has been reabsorbed back 
into the mother ship chapter (USS Tydirium) but will 
remain as a 'name only' shuttle.

SOU 1725 - On short notice I, George Walter took 
over leadership of MACO on the 28th of December 
2020. With Captain Ehl as my assistant for now.

GROUP 2 OPERATIONS

Total MACO Operatives accounted for: 212
Total MACO Affiliates in DB: 366
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents:  46
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents reporting: 41
Percent Reported: 89%
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FACEBOOK LINK
There were 5 new registrations for January 2021, 4 dogs and 1 cat.  These were from 1 
existing and 3 new pet parents.  This brings our total registrations to 403 pets with 188 pet 
parents.  These include 19 stuffed animals, 174 cats (8 deceased, 3 retired), 164 dogs 
(6 deceased, 1 given away, 1 retired), 8 birds, 2 racoons, 5 rabbits, 7 lizards, 2 guinea pigs, 
(1 deceased), 2 ferrets, 4 tarantulas, 5 snakes, 4 turtles (1 deceased), 2 fish, 1 hedgehog, and 
1 horse.  There are likely additional deceased pets, but these are all that I have record of at this 
time.

frankieh.63@gmail.com

PETFLEET
LCDR FRANCES SMiTh

SFDPP CERTIFIED

FACEBOOK LINK

1) The new STARFLEET Data Protection Policy is now in place. If you are a new OIC, DOIC in a 
unit, battalion or even brigade level you must have this course taken and passed to do your work. 
if you have any questions please reach out to your chain of command.

2)  The class A dress white uniform (salt & pepper) has officially been decommissioned January 1, 
2021. The other affordable option is in place and is very more Trek looking. Please look over the 
SFMC website and dress manual for the most current uniforms. 

3) Many updates have been occurring in TRACOM and you should be hearing from them soon.

4) Our store is still open for your uniform needs please visit SFMC QM website as we have mostly 
everything in stock as of this writing.

4) To be up to date on the latest happenings in the Corps please join our Facebook page.

dant@sfi-sfmc.org

SFMC
MgN REY CORDERO

SFDPP CERTIFIED

https://www.facebook.com/groups/petfleet/	
mailto:frankieh.63%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/	
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/
mailto:dant%40sfi-sfmc.org?subject=


FACEBOOK LINK
New sign-ups via the medical website:
9 – bringing the total registered to 184.
Facebook page 268 members

Medical	Awards	Issued

Name    Award
Scott Demasi  EMT/Paramedic Star

David Miller  Medical Star

Ian Brannan  Chapel Award
John Rhead  Chapel Award

Ian Brannan  Crusher Award
John Rhead  Crusher Award

Medical	Training	Programme	Certifications

medical@sfi.org

STARFLEET MEDICAL
CPT MARk LOgAN
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SFDPP CERTIFIED

CORE LEVEL 2

Joseph Zuber
David Hines

CORE LEVEL 3

Paul Bennett
Pippa Slack

CORE LEVEL 8

TJ Allen

SFDPP
All staff have completed SFDPP 101 & 102.

The STARFLEET Medical awards program can be accessed via the STARFLEET Medical 
website: LINK

REGIONAL ASSISTANT SURGEON GENERALS (ASG)
Nov 15 - Dec 14th 2020

https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEET.Medical.Corps/
mailto:medical%40sfi.org?subject=
https://medical.sfi.org/resources/medical-training/
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PUBLIC	HEALTH
CMDR Brett Mclff

MEN'S	HEALTH
CAPT Jim Landelius

EMERGENCY	
PLANNING
LTJG James Goulding

RESEARCH	&	
PLANNING
Chief
LT Javier Blazquez
Dep Chief
Ian Williams

In the previous period, an article on anti-maskers waging biological 
warfare was submitted to the Hypospray.  Efforts are being made to 
create a fleet public health advisory format.  The proposal on this is to 
have it sent from OSG for periodic reminders on health topics of a public 
health nature.  It is still in the idea phase, and any input would be 
appreciated.  Obviously not as medical advice or to replace real-world 
agencies, but to draw attention to the office of SG and raise awareness 
of public health issues. I just need to get some experience in making 
things pretty.

Have posted a Men’s health article to the Region 12 Web Page each 
week. Have posted at least once to the SFM page.

We are pleased to be able to get ourselves back on track with 
Reproduction and Mental Health completed.

Still in research are: Digestive, Muscular and Skeletal, Integumentary,
Respiratory, Immune 

All are works in progress and should be completed in time for the next 
report 

We feel that the pandemic and the uncertainties with restrictions and 
lockdowns had affected the teams mental health but we are glad to say 
that most of the team are back and full of enthusiasm back glad to report 
all is well and we are back researching with high spirit.

Posting information on vaccine preparedness on both SF Medical and 
R20 Medical pages.

HYPOSPRAY WEBZINE
Spanish and French versions can be accessed via the website or SF Medical Facebook page. 
Current version 3 is historical medicine.
LINK

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Medical handbook has been completed and is available to all chapters with CMO’s and all Re-
gional ASG’s. 
Any members wishing to have a copy please contact your Regional Assistant Surgeon General 
(ASG) who will supply a copy. Any department looking for assistance with Medical topics please 
get in touch. We have a large team willing to help.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/starfleetmedicalsfi
https://medical.sfi.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/10/2020/12/Hypospray-Vol-1-No-3.pdf


ASG Facebook Page Links

R1          R2          R7          R9          R11          R13          R12          R17          R19          R20
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REGIONAL ASSISTANT GENERALS (ASG)
The majority now have regional Facebook groups which you are welcomed to join.

R20 Wellness Group LINK

PLEASE REMEMBER
STARFLEET Medical does the same as SFMC & MACO- it gives members a different way to 
channel their fandom within SFI and is an extension to your regions Commitment to give value 
for membership. We act as a central focal point for the medical aspect of SFI in the same way the 
SFMC & MACO do for those interested in the military side of SFI and just as they support their 
members we do the same offering support and encouragement to Medical members.

STAFF VACANCIES AT STARFLEET MEDICAL
Committee Chief for Women's Health, STARFLEET Medical
Assistant Researcher, Research and Development Department, STARFLEET Medical
Region Assistant Surgeon General - Select Regions, STARFLEET Medical
Deputy Region Assistant Surgeon General - Select Regions

LINK

STARFLEET	Medical	Com	Badges 
We are now able to offer you the opportunity to order the STARFLEET Medical Com Badge.
The attached picture shows the Design Proof of the badge, which will have a magnetic fixing.
At the present time these are limited to one per SFI member Due to limited availability. 
Prices are shown are including postage and shown in pounds sterling (£) :
R20 &R9 £17:00

Rest of the World £20:00

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER:
Click HERE If you’d like to be added to the list for the STARFLEET Medical comm badge and 
complete the form. 
You will be asked to state your name and your delivery address.
You’ll then receive back an email with the amount due and how to pay.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/region1medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/272215684169824
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2954711808080292
https://www.facebook.com/groups/r9sfmhq
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region11medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1085171461955591
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region12medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/946919619157628
https://www.facebook.com/groups/231624121431227
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region20medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/284682992415688
https://sfi.org/hr/committee-chief-for-womens-health-starfleet-medical/
https://sfi.org/hr/assistant-researcher-research-and-development-department-starfleet-medical/
https://sfi.org/hr/region-assistant-surgeon-general-all-regions-starfleet-medical/
https://sfi.org/hr/deputy-region-assistant-surgeon-general-all-regions/
https://sfi.org/humanoidresources?fbclid=IwAR39dyNHS916YiWDrJvDttA9uLsrZJByXhzX3rY8moX5dSA_CJXprT0B5C4#aol_ad_form
https://forms.gle/EX2Ps6MCxoMJJ4j4A
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FACEBOOK LINK
Summary:   Starfleet Sciences is an informational resource within the old Fleet Resource Center 
concept which promotes science education and explores the portrayal of science within the Star 
Trek shows.  Starfleet Sciences has a web site which includes a Chief Science Officer Handbook; 
in the past month, the number of hits to the web page increased 32 to 5554.  Starfleet Sciences 
also has a listserv and Facebook page; the Facebook page has 2592 lifetime total likes and 1083 
daily total impressions for December.  A pininterest board of science-related events by region is 
available.  A Stellar Cartography department, with Capt. Michael Krogh (mkrogh@mail.com) at its 
head, has a goal to promote amateur astronomy through information, advice and 
communication.  Stellar Cartography’s Facebook page.  Starfleet Sciences Director Richard Heim 
and wife are safe and healthy, continuing to shelter at home, to escape the novel corona virus 
COVID-19, and teleworking.  Starfleet Sciences receives reports from the regional science 
officers or liaisons in seven regions (1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15).  Region One Sciences (also led by 
Adm. Heim) was active with five ships reporting in December, and Region 7’s Comm. Held 
summarized many new developments in the field of astronomy and space exploration reported by 
the USS Sovereign.  Science reports made at Region One's USS Alaric meetings include: climate 
change made a recent drought in the U.S. Southwest one of the area's worst in 1200 years; long 
childhoods may have originated earlier than thought; particle collisions offer evidence for a class 
of particles that behave unlike any other; auroras may explain Saturn's unexpectedly hot 
atmosphere; solar system's recent visitor may be a shard of a broken planet; brightest supernova 
on record may be a rare kind of stellar explosion; artificial intelligence deciphers mice's facial 
expressions; South Africa hosted a major hominid transition about 2 million years ago; Great 
Barrier Reef suffers its third mass bleaching event in the last five years; weirdly warped 
planet-forming disk circles a distant trio of stars.  Comm. Held's summary included reports on:  
Big dust storms may have driven off much of Mars' water; Faint 'super-planet' discovered by 
radio telescope for the 1st time; Jupiter's ocean moon Europa may spout water plumes from its 
icy crust; Losing Arecibo's giant dish leaves humans more vulnerable to space rocks, scientists 
say; On Mars, internal heat may have powered habitable hotspots long ago; Samples of asteroid 
Ryugu arrive in Japan after successful Hayabusa2 capsule landing; Earth spent 500 million years 
creating and eating dead continents; Astronomers discover galactic "fossil" inside the Milky Way.  
December posts to the Starfleet Sciences Facebook page covered such topics as:  A 50-Year-Old 
Global Warming Forecast That Still Holds Up; Exoplanet Earth: An Ultimate Selfie to Find 
Habitable Worlds; "Thirstier" Atmosphere Will Increase Wildfire Risk out West; Top 10 emerging 
technologies of 2020; Arecibo: The tragedy of a ruined telescope; Rethinking What We Mean By 
Intelligence; Volcanoes feed the atmosphere on Jupiter's moon Io; What 50 gravitational-wave 
events reveal about the universe; Latest Starfleet Sciences and Region One Sciences news; The 
helix of life: New study shows how RNA stably binds to artificial nucleic acids; Breaking the rules 
of chemistry unlocks new reaction for enzyme engineering; 

alaricrh@charter.net

STARFLEET SCIENCES
ADM RiChARD hEiM

SFDPP CERTIFIED

https://www.facebook.com/Starfleet-Sciences-365693010206326/
https://scienlaric.com/sfsci/starfleet-sciences.html
https://www.pinterest.com/starfleetsfi/science-related-events-by-region/
mailto:mkrogh@mail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/355894761948677
mailto:alaricrh%40charter.net?subject=
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Did early life need long, complex molecules to make cell-like compartments?; Dark matter clumps 
in galaxy clusters bend light surprisingly well; A weirdly warped planet-forming disk circles a 
distant trio of stars; Why just being in the habitable zone doesn’t make exoplanets livable; To the 
brain, reading computer code is not the same as reading language; How space-age technology 
has helped us on Earth; An unusual meteorite, more valuable than gold, may hold the building 
blocks of life; Dozens of scientific breakthroughs this year upended our understanding of human 
history, the search for alien life, and the coronavirus pandemic; and Galaxy Brain Is Real, as well 
as Science Shows on TV This Week.  The most popular post was to the brain, reading computer 
code is not the same as reading language, viewed by 87 people, followed by Galaxy Brain Is Real 
(79 people) and Arecibo: The tragedy of a ruined telescope (70). 



ADMIRAL | jONAThAN SIMMONS

ops@sfi.org gumbysan@gmail.com

Greetings from Operations. Here are the numbers from December 2020.

43 Chapters failed to report this month. This is the highest FTR rate since I became Chief of Ops. 
Also only R7, R4 and R20 sent in regional status reports as the database no longer sends me 
copies from RCs . As of this date, I have no way to view or track regional reports and again ask 
that CompOps create a tool called RSR Review for Ops to utilize.

We have updated and released a new START and Support Ship Operations Manuals as well as a 
newly updated Vessel Registry. Look for these and other tools on the website.

ShOC reports the commissioning of the Concorde and the launch of Deep Space 8.

Here’s the DTS report for 12012 :
DTS activity dropped significantly in December, most likely due to the combination of the holidays 
and Covid-19 spread. There was almost no activity on the chapter side, and the department offic-
es were much quieter, as well. No new vessel reservation requests were received, and no chapter 
name/class/NCC changes took place. No new ship classes were approved, and no new shuttlec-
raft were approved. No names were released. On the departmental offices side, the ASDB has 
been quiet in December due to other issues being dealt with. OTI did not receive any inquiries, 
but continued research on the Parliament-class from “Lower Decks” and several classes from 
“Picard”, as well as new classes from “Discovery” Season 3. OTI is also continuing to expand its 
collection of vessel and station silhouettes for use in publications or for other graphical needs. 
OSA did not report.

Here are the DTS compiled statistics for SD12001-SD12012: 
Names approved for new vessels (either on shakedown cruises or preparing for same) include

USS Amelia Earhart  NCC-50005      Cheyenne-Class Exploratory Cruiser
USS Ares   NCC-1650        Ares-Class Assault Cruiser
Arrowsmith Station  SFR-1010	        Watchtower-Class Space Station
USS Chicago   NCC-75011      Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser
USS Chimera   NCC-74208      Defiant-Class Escort
USS Darksabre  NCC-61949	     Saber-Class Scout      
USS Essex   NCC-1727        Constitution-Class, Bonhomme Richard-Subclass   
       Heavy  Cruiser 
USS Gallifrey   NCC-4744391  Wells-Class Timeship
USS Genesis   NCC-61945      Gallipoli-Class Heavy Carrier
USS Io                               NCC-80105      Luna-Class Exploratory Cruiser
USS Katherine Johnson      NCC-53848      Oberth-Class Scout
USS Le Moyne                     NCC-2577        Excelsior-Class (Enterprise-B Variant) Heavy Cruiser
USS Liberty                          NCC-75012      Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser
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USS Masamune  NCC-63710  Akira-Class Battlecruiser
USS Nomad   NCC-72382  Nova-Class Science Scout
USS Rising Star  NCC-80009  Spirit-Class Scout/Courier
USS Septarian  NCC-1834  Miranda-Class Cruiser
USS Tempo   NCC-72295  Gabriel-Class Shuttlecarrier

Name/Class/NCC changes approved for starships/stations include:

USS Aries   NCC-71806     Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser to NCC-71806-C, an 
      Aries-Class Long-Range Expeditionary Carrier
USS Discovery  NCC-1308       Chang Ho-Class Tactical Cruiser to USS Valiant, NCC-75418 
      an Intrepid-Class Cruiser
USS Drakonia   NCC-1657       Constitution-Class, Subclass Heavy Cruiser to USS Thunder, 
      NCC-42769 an Excelsior-Class Heavy Cruiser
USS King Edward  NCC-74206     Defiant-Class Escort to USS Chinook
USS Olympus   NCC-36010     Normandy-Class Supercarrier to Invincible-Class Space 
      Control Ship
USS Richthofen  NCC-73286     Entente-Class Dreadnought to USS Banneker, NCC 71812 
      a Galaxy-Class Exploratory Cruiser
USS San Antonio  NCC-09	          NX-Class Cruiser to Rutan Station, SFR-301 Kepler (K)-Class  
      Trading Station
USS Storm   NCC-1694       Entente-Class Dreadnought to USS New Jersey, NCC-2121, 
      Federation-Class Dreadnought
USS Yorktown   NCC-1704       Constitution-Class, Bonhomme Richard-Subclass Heavy   
      Cruiser to NCC-97004    Odyssey-Class Star Cruiser

New classes approved include:
 
Aries-Class                           Long-Range Expeditionary Carrier                Registry-Range Pending
California-Class                  Utility Support Ship    Ranges: 7556X, 8707X 
    (ex. USS Cerritos, NCC-75567; USS Merced, NCC-87075)
Curiosity-Class                       Heavy Cruiser Range: 7571X (ex. USS Ibn Majid, NCC-75710)
Invincible-Class                      Space Control Ship  Range: 88777-88789  (ex. USS Invincible, NCC-88777)
Malachowski-Class                 Light Cruiser   162X, 166X    (ex. USS Sioux, NCC-1621; USS Clarke, 
    NCC-1661)
 
Names approved for shuttlecraft include:

Rubins                          NCC-74685/01

The decommissioning/deactivation of the following vessels was noted per the report of ADM Sim-
mons, or from other sources, and their names are now listed as on-hold, as per standard protocol, 
pending any decision to reactivate those vessels:
 
USS DeBraak              NCC-63543     Akira-Class Battlecruiser
USS Gygax                  NCC-63545     Akira-Class Battlecruiser
USS Katana                 NCC-77003     Champion-Class Space Control Ship
USS Morrigan              NCC-75027     Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser
USS North Carolina     NCC-75019	    Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser
USS Odin                     NCC-1875       Avenger-Class Heavy Frigate
USS Premonition         NCC-75031     Sovereign-Class Heavy Cruiser
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USS Reval                   NCC-72707     Nova-Class Science Scout
USS Riviera                 NCC-42999     Excelsior-Class Heavy Cruiser
USS Vre’kasht              NCC-33187     Surak-Class Light Research Cruiser

Additional releases of names for those vessels having left STARFLEET can now take place, the 
requisite 6-month waiting period having passed. Therefore:
 
Names now available following chapter withdrawal from STARFLEET and 6-month waiting period:

USS Christine Wildstar   (Name Released Due to Shakedown Group Inactivity)
USS DeBraak
USS Douglas Adams   (Name Released Due to Pre-Shakedown Group Inactivity)
USS Harlequin
USS Katana
USS Morrigan
USS Odin
USS Premonition
USS Reval
USS Riviera
 
That's it for this month. See you in 30...
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ADMIRAL | jEFF hIgDON

comms@sfi.org 

Greetings and Felicitations from your Chief Peon in the Communications Department of your 
STARFLEET!  I am very happy to see that our ‘Fleeters survived the year that was 2020.  Let’s 
make 2021 better!!!

This report will be shorter than my usual reports.  Just a reminder that articles, pictures, art and 
reports for the next edition of our STARFLEET COMMUNIQUÉ, which will be Issue 206 will be 
Tuesday, March 15 at 11:59 PM. Send your submissions to starfleetcq@gmail.com.

That is all for this month. The Chief Communication Peon signing off!!!
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MAJOR GENERAL | Tj ALLEN

academy@sfi.org
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CES OFFICE
Welcome back from hopefully a wonderful holiday. COVID still around does throw some 
hinderance in that. 

On a separate note, we closed colleges that did not have updated manuals. This does not mean 
they will all remain closed. Some of them are temporary. But we are pushing forward. 

We are in a crunch as we have found schools that does not fit properly, and we had some that are 
to be opened. There were moves being done here in January. The new Catalog was just recently 
released with some changes to it based on the changes of Schools, Colleges, and Institutes.

Keep a look out for the changes and remember to go to Moodle and take the courses. You may 
enjoy or wish to join our Educational Colleges. We are always looking for new people. The 
STARFLEET Academy Orientation College is a good place to look at how the Academies operate. 
And we are looking into others that will make your experience in STARFLEET a good one but it 
does require work.

SFA NEWS
We here at SFA hope that everyone had a good holiday season, and sincerely hope that 2021 will 
be better for not just our members, but for the world. As expected, the course numbers were down 
a bit in December, with 110 individual students taking almost 950 exams (not counting SFDPP). 

For 2020, I am proud to say that SFA administered over 18,000 courses (not including the 1,496 
exams in SFDPP). We also welcomed 38 new staff members to SFA. While we did lose a few 
staff members in 2020, it is good that we are getting new members joining us, and many of these 
folks are offering to help in multiple areas. 

Some of our colleges are still closed for revisions and updates, but those that are open have been 
revised. We realize that one of the biggest issues in SFA is keeping our materials up to date, and 
last year we took the first step to better serve our members in this regard. Our plan is to set up a 
schedule that will allow us to update our materials on a more regular basis. 

The focus of 2021 will be getting more of our courses programmed as automated quizzes on 
Moodle. We have seen that most students prefer this format, allowing them to take exams 
efficiently, and receive their results and certificates immediately after finishing a quiz. This will take 
time, so please bear with us as we get the quizzes and certificates programmed into the system. 
For those who prefer the more traditional method of taking exams, all exams will continue to be 
available as a downloadable PDF.

SFDPP CERTIFIED



SFMCA NEWS
The end of 2020 seems to have taken its toll on the SFMCA. Number of students taking courses 
was down to a record low. It could be the holidays; it could be the pandemic.  We hope to see an 
increase in numbers as the new year sets in.
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REAR ADMIRAL | TONY kNOPES

compops@sfi.org

No Report Received. 
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GENERAL | LINDA OLSON

cfo@sfi.org

Hello! The best way I know to deliver this information to the members is to give the short version. 

Opened the month of December with a balance of $70,658.00
Credits equaled $1858.45
Debits equaled $4711.44
Closed the month of December with a balance of $67,805.01.

Breakdown of credits is as follows:
$1832.45 PayPal receipts from December not pulled but is included in the total above.
Over the counter deposits - $26.00 (Membership)
total $1858.45

Breakdown of Debits
Site 5.com - $28.73
Dream host - $16.90 SFA  
Linode.com - $33.22
1and 1.com - 40.34
Com badge postage (corona virus 17.25)
International Quartermaster reship for flags - $71.10.
Scholarship checks paid out $4000.00.
Payment to TRMN (database) $500
SFI quartermaster postage - $3.90
total debits for December from the Main Account totals - $4711.44

December PayPal receipts total breakdown
Membership revenue = $1832.20 less fees of $126.06 on sales and $30 monthly fee = $1676.14
MP donations for scholarship = $272.00
Plaque postage reimbursed via PayPal - $67.15.
Annual Awards postage reimbursed via PayPal - $204.60.

SFI SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT 
Opened the month of December with a balance of $13948.31 report incorrectly last month.
Credits -$272.00 collected from MP online but not transferred to the savings account yet.
Interest - 11 cents
Debits - $0
Closed the month of December with a balance of $14220.42.
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Credit Break Down
Online MP donations - 272.00
Interest - .11

Total $272.11

STARFLEET INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ACCOUNT - what should be in the account if the 
Main and SFMC accounts were active.
Opened the month of December $3,419.83 ($797.48 carried over in account before 2021 began 
accepting deposits. The $500 deposit to the hotel for 2021 will need to be returned to the main 
account)
Credits -$128.15 (PayPal income not yet transferred for the month)
Debits - $0
Closed Month of November $3547.98

Breakdown of credits
PayPal sales $134.00 less PayPal fee of $5.85 = $128.15
IC 2021 Registrations taken from November 30 to December 31.
Richard Cortopasso  $47.00
Stephen Stott $47.00 (will receive free patch)

Registration
2 this month @ $94.00 total this month before fees
Registrations total $1688.00 before fees
Badges -0 this month @ ($10.00) total - 10 total sold ($100.00 before fees)
Patches - 0 this month @($5.00) total - 8 total sold ($40.00 before fees)  5 free badges
Friday night Banquets - 1 this month @ ($40.00)  total sold -8 (320.00 before fees) Stephen Stott
Saturday night banquets - 0 this month @ ($50.00)   total sold - 14 ($700.00 before fees)

Total collected by IC2021 as of December 31. $2848.00 less PayPal fees of $97.50 = $2750.50
I am offering the remaining coronavirus com badges for sale with the proceeds going to support 
the IC this year. We have passed the deadline to cancel and will owe the hotel 50% of the total 
costs if we cancel now. I am hoping that the vaccine will be good enough to get us more 
registrations before June.

Expenses - none this month.
Expenses to date.
Hotel deposit - $500
Patches - $148.19
domain name - $25.90
total expenses to date = $674.09

I have not yet ordered the com badges.
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STARFLEET MARINES ACCOUNT
The SFMC Bank Account is no longer frozen due to the fraudulent check presented against the 
account in April. All income from Quartermaster sales that has been held in the PayPal account 
will be moved to the bank account and I will start using the account as soon as I can get a new 
debit card issued to replace the one that was cancelled. At that time, I will reimburse the Main 
account for all postage and purchases we have made during the shutdown.
This is what the numbers would be if we had the account active.
Opened the month of December with a balance of $8044.84.
Credits equaled -$161.78 PayPal sales less fees $7.39 = $154.39 PayPal pulled today.
Debits equaled - $42.40 postage on quartermaster orders.

Closed the month of December with a balance of $8156.83.

SFMC Scholarship Account
Opened the month of December with a balance of $2749.62
Credits equaled $.02
Debits - $0
Closed the month of December with a balance of $2749.64
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